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Abstract

How much does a CEO’s personality influence001
the performance of their company? Past liter-002
ature has contested the possibility of predict-003
ing the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)004
from purely textual data. However, we use005
Transformers to create the first supervised006
model to regress the MBTI personality of007
CEOs. We show that moderate to strong pre-008
dictions can be obtained for three out of four009
MBTI dimensions. Finally, providing empiri-010
cal evidence for the upper echelons theory, we011
demonstrate that the predicted CEO personali-012
ties have explanatory power of financial risk.013

1 Introduction014

How much influence does the personality of a chief015

executive officer (CEO) have on the performance016

of their company? The personal news and antics017

of famous CEOs like Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, or018

Bill Gates make headlines, and their personalities019

sometimes generate a cult-like following. But what020

effect do they really have? The upper echelons021

theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984) suggests that022

the personalities of CEOs are also reflected in the023

organizational outcomes of their companies. How-024

ever, presumably due to the lack of labeled data, no025

supervised models exist to detect CEOs’s personal-026

ities from text and infer their effect on the financial027

performance of companies.028

Psychometric natural language processing029

(NLP), which is concerned with measuring per-030

sonality and other psychological traits from text,031

enables downstream tasks such as political senti-032

ment analysis (Golbeck and Hansen, 2011), de-033

ception detection (Enos et al., 2006), and mental034

health counseling (Calvo et al., 2017). The advent035

of deep learning has provided alternatives to tra-036

ditional approaches which are usually based on037

psycholinguistic dictionaries. Here, we explore038

Transformer-based models (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu039

et al., 2019) to predict personality from the tran- 040

scripts of earnings calls in a regression task. 041

Contributions We present the first supervised 042

model to predict the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator 043

(MBTI) personality of CEOs. Leveraging crowd- 044

sourced personality votes, we propose an alterna- 045

tive operationalization of the MBTI as a continuum 046

rather than a binary label. We show that this MBTI 047

representation correlates with the Big 5 and can 048

be predicted in a text regression task. Finally, we 049

demonstrate that the predicted MBTI personalities 050

of CEOs have explanatory power of financial risk. 051

2 Background and Related Work 052

Various personality measures exist in the literature. 053

This section describes the personality model we 054

explore (MBTI), the de-facto standard model (Big 055

5), and approaches to predict both reppresentations 056

of personality from text. 057

2.1 MBTI 058

The MBTI is named after Katherine Cook Briggs 059

and Isabel Briggs Myers. They developed it based 060

on the work of the analytical psychologist Carl 061

Jung (Briggs-Myers and Myers, 1995). According 062

to the MBTI, personalities can be classified binarily 063

along the following axes: 064

• extraversion vs. introversion (E–I): describing 065

an out- or inward-oriented social attention; 066

• sensing vs. intuition (S–N): information pro- 067

cessing based on perceivable/known facts or 068

conceptualization and imagination; 069

• thinking vs. feeling (T–F): decision-making 070

based on logic and rationality or emotions and 071

empathy; 072

• judging vs. perceiving (J–P): quick judgement 073

and organized action or observation and im- 074

provisation on-the-go. 075
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Combined, the four labels form one of 16 personal-076

ity types (e.g., “ENTJ”). The MBTI is widely used077

in human resources management and by laypeople078

as a tool for self-exploration.079

Psychological literature, however, has called as-080

sumptions of the MBTI into question. For example,081

McCrae and Costa (1989) find no evidence that082

personality can be binarized or distinguished into083

16 different types. In addition, they find moderate084

to strong correlations between MTBI and Big 5085

(McCrae et al., 2010), which is described in greater086

detail below (cf. Section 2.2). We re-assess these087

correlations in our dataset and explore a continuous088

representation of the MBTI in line with Big 5.089

MBTI Prediction from Text In a literature090

study on text-based personality detection and a091

subsequent annotation study, Štajner and Yenikent092

(2020, 2021) conclude that predicting the MBTI093

from textual data is a difficult task. They hypothe-094

size that this is due to the theoretical and qualitative095

origin of the index, which distinguishes it from the096

empirical and quantitative Big 5. In particular, the097

dimensions sensing vs. intuition (S–N) and judging098

vs. perceiving (J–P) depend on behavioral rather099

than linguistic signals (Štajner and Yenikent, 2020,100

p. 6291).101

In a field survey of project managers, Cohen et al.102

(2013) show that managers are significantly more103

often of the intuitive (N) and thinking (T) type than104

the general population. We observe a similar pat-105

tern in our dataset (cf. Section 3.1, Figure 2). Clas-106

sifying the MBTI of Twitter users based on count-107

based features, gender, and tweet n-grams, Plank108

and Hovy (2015) outperform a majority class base-109

line for the E–I and the T–F dimensions. Gjurković110

and Šnajder (2018) predict the self-reported MBTI111

of Redditors with support vector machine (SVM)112

and multilayer perceptron (MLP) models based on113

linguistic and activity-level features. Their model114

outperforms a majority class baseline across all di-115

mensions with the best results for E–I, followed by116

S–N, J–P, and T–F.117

We compare the best-performing approaches118

identified by prior MBTI prediction studies (n-119

grams and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Counts120

(LIWC) dictionaries with SVMs and MLPs) to121

novel Transformer architectures. Furthermore, we122

consider a different domain (spoken financial dis-123

closures) and perform a regression instead of a124

classification.125

2.2 Big 5 126

The Big 5 are the established psychometric model. 127

Here, personality is represented as a continuum 128

along the five axes openness, conscientiousness, 129

extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism (Mc- 130

Crae and John, 1992). 131

Big 5 Prediction from Text As part of the 132

myPersonality project, Kosinski et al. (2015) find 133

that the Big 5, IQ, and other properties of Face- 134

book users can be predicted from their liked pages 135

to varying degrees. Mairesse et al. (2007) create a 136

text-based Big 5 prediction tool based on student 137

essays and speech recordings. 138

Benischke et al. (2019) show that CEOs’ Big 139

5 personalities moderate the relationship between 140

CEO compensation and risk-taking. Hrazdil et al. 141

(2020) use IBM Watson Personality Insight to pre- 142

dict the Big 5 of C-level executives in earnings calls 143

and find that an executive’s personality is associ- 144

ated with their risk tolerance and company audit 145

fees. Harrison et al. (2020) find that CEO Big 5 146

are related to perceived firm risk and shareholder 147

value. Another finding is that CEO conscientious- 148

ness moderates the effect of financial risk on returns 149

positively, while the opposite holds for extroversion 150

and neuroticism. 151

Different to these approaches, we focus on the 152

MBTI rather than the Big 5. We create the first 153

supervised model to predict CEOs’ MBTI person- 154

ality from text by collecting a new dataset of crowd- 155

annotated MBTI profiles. This sets us apart from 156

prior work using unsupervised approaches trained 157

on out-of-domain corpora. 158

3 Personality Prediction 159

Using transcribed speech data as an input, we pre- 160

dict the MBTI personality of CEOs with a text 161

regression task. The following sheds light on the 162

dataset collection and validation, methodology, and 163

results. 164

3.1 Dataset Curation 165

For this task, we collect data from two sources: (1) 166

text data and (2) crow-sourced personality data. 167

Text Data We obtain 88K earnings call tran- 168

scripts spanning the years 2002–2020 from Re- 169

finitiv Eikon1. Earnings calls are quarterly telecon- 170

ferences consisting of a scripted presentation and 171

a spontaneous questions-and-answers (Q&A) ses- 172

sion, in which company CEOs such as Elon Musk 173

1https://eikon.thomsonreuters.com/index.html
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MBTI CEO Examples

Extraversion Steve Jobs (Apple), Lisa Su (AMD), Mary Barra (General Motors)
Introversion Rupert Murdoch (Fox), Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook), Sheldon Adelson (Las Vegas Sands)

Sensing Jack Dorsey (Twitter), John Schnatter (Papa John’s), Marcus Lemonis (Camping World)
Intuition Marissa Mayer (Yahoo), Bob Iger (Disney), Evan Spiegel (Snap)

Thinking Elon Musk (Tesla), Tim Cook (Apple), Steve Ballmer (Microsoft)
Feeling Sundar Pichai (Google), Howard Schultz (Starbucks), Naveen Jain (Infospace)

Judging Jeff Bezos (Amazon), Larry Ellison (Oracle), Martha Stewart (Martha Stewart Living)
Perceiving Larry Page (Alphabet), Martin Shkreli (Retrophin), Donald Trump (Trump Entertainment)

Table 1: CEO examples for each MBTI dimension from our dataset.

ELON MUSK (CEO): Thank you. So Q1 ended up be-
ing a strong quarter despite many challenges in
the final few weeks. This is the first time we
have achieved positive GAAP net income in a
seasonally weak first quarter. Even with all the
challenges, we achieved a 20% automotive gross
margin, excluding regulatory credits, while ramp-
ing 2 major products. What we’ve learned from
this is that—we’ve obviously learned a lot here.

Figure 1: Excerpt of Tesla’s Q1 2020 earnings call.

answer questions of banking analysts. This part174

is characterized by personal style, making it more175

authentic than written disclosures. Figure 1 shows176

an excerpt of Tesla’s first-quarter earnings call in177

2020.178

Given the dialogue nature of the calls, we need179

to map utterances to individual CEOs as we are180

not interested in the personality of the analysts.181

We identify CEO names with regular expressions182

and minimal preprocessing (e.g., stripping middle183

name initials or titles). For each CEO, we retrieve184

all utterances in the presentation and the Q&A ses-185

sion of the calls. Thus, we obtain a mapping of186

earnings calls (n = 88K), CEOs (n = 12.4K), and187

utterances (n = 157K).188

Personality Data We obtain MBTI personality189

labels for the CEOs from Personality Database2,190

which provides crowd-sourced personality profiles191

for celebrities, managers, and other noteworthy192

people. While each profile features vote results193

for the four dimensions of the MBTI, a minority194

also contains results for the Big 5. We find that195

32 CEOs (e.g., Elon Musk and Steve Jobs) from196

our earnings call sample have at least three MBTI197

votes available. These CEOs participate in a total198

of 736 earnings calls. Table 2 gives the descriptive199

statistics of the merged text–personality data and200

Table 1 contains example CEOs from our dataset201

Unit Σx x̄ minx maxx

utterances 13,183 17.91 2 124
sentences 111,781 151.88 2 563
tokens 2,526,473 3432.71 22 9968

Table 2: Statistics of the CEO–call data considered
for the personality prediction. Sums (Σx), averages
(x̄), minima (minx), and maxima (maxx) are computed
across all earnings calls (n = 736).

across the MBTI. 202

Instead of representing each personality as one 203

of 16 types, we represent each personality profile as 204

a vector of 4 continuous variables ranging from 0 to 205

1, based on the crowd-sourced votes. We normalize 206

the votes for the right-hand side of a scale s by the 207

total votes: 208

personalitys =
votes1,s

votes0,s + votes1,s
. (1) 209

For example, for the E–I scale, we divide the votes 210

for introversion (I) by the total number of votes 211

for E and I. The resulting number is thus the likeli- 212

hood of the CEO being intro- or extroverted. This 213

representation is similar to the Big 5 model (ex- 214

cluding the neuroticism dimension) and allows for 215

a more granular representation of personality than 216

the usual operationalization of the MBTI. Figure 2 217

shows the distributions of the such obtained contin- 218

uous labels. Most CEOs in our sample are rather 219

extroverted, intuitive, thinking, and judging (cf. Fig- 220

ure 2), which corresponds to the ENTJ “Decisive 221

Strategist” MBTI type.3 222

Internal Validation To assess the validity of 223

the crowd-sourced votes, we analyze the inter- 224

annotator agreement for all MBTI raters (cf. Table 225

2https://www.personality-database.com/
3https://eu.themyersbriggs.com/en/tools/MBTI/

MBTI-personality-Types/ENTJ
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Figure 2: Label distributions for all CEOs considered
in the personality prediction (n = 32) across the MBTI
dimensions extraversion–introversion (E–I), sensing–
intuition (S–N), thinking–feeling (T–F), and judging–
perceiving (J–P).

MBTI pa α κbp γ

E–I 87.45 0.40 0.75 0.76
S–N 80.20 0.43 0.60 0.62
T–F 83.33 0.14 0.67 0.71
J–P 90.62 0.17 0.81 0.88

Table 3: IAA per MBTI dimension in terms of per-
centage agreement (pa), Krippendorff’s α, Brennan–
Prediger coefficient (κbp), and Gwet’s γ.

3). While pa is high with values ranging between226

ca. 80 and 90%, Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff,227

2013) yields only slight to moderate values be-228

tween 0.14 and 0.43. Quarfoot and Levine (2016)229

call this phenomenon the “frequency distribution230

paradox,” where highly skewed label distributions231

combined with high percentage agreements can232

lead to low values of α. As alternative measures233

robust to this undesirable property, they propose234

the Brennan–Prediger coefficient κbp (Brennan and235

Prediger, 1981) and Gwet’s γ (Gwet, 2008), which236

in our case yield a high IAA between 0.60 to 0.88.237

External Validation To get a notion of external238

validity, we construct a correlation matrix between239

the crowd-based MBTI and Big 5 votes of all 2.2K240

profiles with more than three votes available on Per-241

sonality Database (cf. Figure 3). According to Mc-242

Crae and Costa (1989) and subsequent work (Furn-243

ham, 1996; Furnham et al., 2003), strong correla-244

tions should exist between MBTI introversion and245

Big 5 extraversion (r = −0.74) as well as between246

MBTI intuition and Big 5 openness (r = 0.72).247

Extra Open Agree Cons Neuro

E I

S N

T F

J P
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Figure 3: Correlation of MBTI (y-axis) and Big 5 (x-
axis) scales for all profiles on the Personality Database
with at least three votes (n = 2.2K).

Furthermore, moderate correlations should exist 248

between MBTI feeling and Big 5 agreeableness 249

(r = 0.44) and between MBTI perceiving and 250

Big 5 conscientiousness (r = −0.49). Our results 251

confirm the findings of McCrae and Costa (1989) 252

with similar correlations in the first two rows and 253

stronger correlations in the third and fourth rows. 254

This is most likely due to our increased sample size 255

(n = 2.2K vs. n = 267). 256

3.2 Methodology 257

For each of the 32 CEOs appearing in 736 CEO– 258

call instances, we compare sparse approaches sug- 259

gested by past literature to novel Transformer ar- 260

chitectures for a regression of MBTI personality.4 261

Data Split We use an 80:10:10 to split our data 262

into separate training (n = 568), validation (n = 263

84), and test sets (n = 84). To avoid overfitting, 264

we use sklearn’s GroupShuffleSplitwith the 265

CEO names as group splitting criterion, i.e., we 266

split the data such that no CEO present in the train- 267

ing data appears in the validation or test data. 268

Normalization Given the highly skewed distri- 269

butions, after the train–validation–test split, we ap- 270

ply a Box-Cox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) 271

to y with the following formula: 272

y(λ) =

{
yλ−1
λ for λ 6= 0,

ln(y) for λ = 0.
(2) 273

4The supplementary material contains our implementation.
Due to intellectual property restrictions of the earnings call
data, we are in the process of clarifying how to make the
dataset available.
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We obtain λ via maximum-likelihood estimation.274

The resulting transformation makes the four label275

distributions more Gaussian-like by stabilizing vari-276

ance.277

Transformers We explore cased-vocabulary278

BERTbase (12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 109M279

parameters) (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTabase280

(12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 125M parameters)281

(Liu et al., 2019) models with a linear regression282

head. The models are trained with a maximum283

sequence length of 512 and a sliding window ap-284

proach. We determine the training batch size and285

learning rate by running a Bayesian optimization286

over the grid of batch sizes b ∈ {32, 64, 128, 256}287

and learning rates l ∈ [0, 5× 10−5].5 We train288

a model for up to 10 epochs and early stopping289

with a patience of one epoch. For each of the four290

MBTI dimensions, we evaluate 40 combinations291

of hyperparameters and select the model with min-292

imal loss on the validation set. Different to the293

mean-squared error (MSE) loss, which is imple-294

mented per default in the Transformers (Wolf295

et al., 2020) regressors, we minimize the L1 or al-296

ternatively called mean absolute error (MAE) loss,297

which is less sensitive to outliers.298

Sparse Methods We also explore the sparse rep-299

resentations suggested by Plank and Hovy (2015)300

and Gjurković and Šnajder (2018). These include301

term frequency–inverse document frequency (tf–302

idf) vectors with n-grams of length n ∈ {1, 2, 3}303

and dictionary features across all dimensions of304

LIWC 2015 (Pennebaker et al., 2015) fed into SVM305

and three-layer MLP regressors. We compare all306

possible feature–algorithm combinations with re-307

spect to their average MAE on the validation set308

and select the combination with the lowest error.309

This was achieved with trigram tf–idf vectors fed310

into an SVM.311

Evaluation The final model performance is eval-312

uated on the test set in terms of the correlation313

coefficient Pearson’s r and the rank coefficients314

Spearman’s ρ, and Kendall’s τ . While r measures315

linear relationships, ρ and τ measure monotonic316

relationships and are more robust to outliers. In ad-317

dition, we consider the error measure MAE, which318

is the minimized loss function of the transformers.319

In case of a tie, we give precedence to τ , as this320

measure is least sensitive to outliers and particu-321

5Final hyperparameter choices and results on our valida-
tion set can be found in Appendices A and B.

larly suited for small sample sizes. 322

3.3 Results and Discussion 323

The results of the personality prediction task are 324

depicted in Table 4. An SVM performs competitive, 325

especially for the dimensions E–I (τ = 0.44) and 326

S–N (τ = 0.20). While the SVM outperforms 327

BERT for all dimensions except for J–P, RoBERTa 328

achieves the best results in most cases. 329

The largest correlations across all models are 330

achieved for the extraversion–introversion (E–I) 331

scale with strong linear and rank correlations for 332

the RoBERTa regressor (r = 0.70, ρ = 0.66). This 333

result is not surprising, as distinguishing between 334

extra- and introverted CEOs should be compara- 335

bly easy to make based on linguistic style. This 336

is followed by the sensing–intuition (S–N) scale 337

with moderate to strong correlations (r = 0.45, 338

ρ = 0.53) and the judging–perceiving (J–P) scale 339

with weak to moderate correlations (r = 0.40, 340

ρ = 0.36). The worst results are obtained for the 341

thinking–feeling (T–F) scale, with the SVM and 342

RoBERTa obtaining correlations of around zero 343

and BERT even obtaining weak to moderate neg- 344

ative correlations. There are several possible ex- 345

planations for this: Conceptually, it could be the 346

case that this dimension simply can not be captured 347

by analyzing linguistic data. Furthermore, the pre- 348

dictive power could be low due to the comparably 349

small sample size. Lastly, we hypothesize that the 350

skewness of the label distribution, which was the 351

highest across all MBTI dimensions for the T–F 352

scale (cf. Figure 2), has contributed to the weak 353

performance. This warrants further research to ex- 354

plore whether our findings can be confirmed for 355

larger datasets with less skewed label distributions. 356

Štajner and Yenikent (2020) hypothesize that the 357

S–N and J–P dimensions should theoretically make 358

for the worst candidates in a text-based personality 359

prediction task since they capture behavioral rather 360

than linguistic dimensions of personality. Although 361

our regressors perform worse on these dimensions 362

than for the extraversion–introversion dimension, 363

they still achieve moderate to strong correlations, 364

showing that even the more latent dimensions of 365

personality can be uncovered with NLP. 366

Qualitative Analysis As a brief qualitative anal- 367

ysis, we use Shapley Additive Explanations 368

(SHAP) developed by Lundberg and Lee (2017) to 369

visualize the personality predictions for an exem- 370

plary text snippet across the four MBTI dimensions 371
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(a) Result of the E–I regressor. (b) Result of the S–N regressor.

(c) Result of the T–F regressor. (d) Result of the J–P regressor.

Figure 4: Example snippet from our dataset (uttered by Elon Musk in Tesla’s Q1 2020 earnings call) with SHAP
heatmap across the MBTI. Red indicates a positive and blue a negative influence on the prediction.

MBTI Model r ρ τ MAE

SVM 0.57 0.58 0.44 0.38
E–I BERT 0.39 0.35 0.22 0.59

RoBERTa 0.70 0.66 0.52 0.34

SVM 0.32 0.36 0.20 0.30
S–N BERT 0.08 0.23 0.16 0.46

RoBERTa 0.45 0.53 0.38 0.28

SVM 0.03 −0.12 −0.08 0.37
T–F BERT −0.47 −0.41 −0.27 0.41

RoBERTa 0.01 −0.10−0.07 0.39

SVM −0.05 0.04 0.02 0.35
J–P BERT 0.39 0.38 0.25 0.52

RoBERTa 0.40 0.36 0.21 0.36

Table 4: Correlation results of the personality re-
gression task. CEO personality is predicted across
the MBTI dimensions extraversion–introversion (E–
I), sensing–intuition (S–I), thinking–feeling (T–F), and
judging–perceiving (J–P). SVM is trained on trigram
tf–idf vectors, BERTbase, and RoBERTabase on text.
Best results in bold.

with heatmaps (cf. Figure 4). The analyzed person-372

ality is Elon Musk, who, according to the crowd373

votes, scores high on E–I (introversion) and on S–374

N (intuitive), low on T–F (thinking), and medium375

on J–P (judging/perceiving). Particularly, the re-376

sults for T–F (cf. Figure 4c) are interesting, where377

statements related to factual content are related378

to increased T, and interpretative statements (e.g.,379

“[e]ven with all the challenges”) to increased F. 380

4 Risk Regression 381

According to upper echelons theory (Hambrick 382

and Mason, 1984), strategic choices and perfor- 383

mance measures of organizations can be predicted 384

by characteristics of their top management. As a 385

use case for our personality prediction task, we 386

explore whether we can find empirical support for 387

this theory. We hypothesize that having a different 388

personality to most CEOs (i.e., ENTJ, cf. Figure 389

2 and Cohen et al. (2013)) should translate into 390

increased financial risk. 391

4.1 Dataset Curation 392

As a basis for the risk regression task, we take the 393

sample of 88K earnings calls and merge it with fi- 394

nancial data obtained from the databases CRSP and 395

IBES.6 To measure risk, we calculate the stock re- 396

turn volatility in the business week following each 397

call as a label. We use the sample standard devia- 398

tion of logarithmic stock returns for more robust 399

measures. As features, we incorporate a compre- 400

hensive set of risk proxies (cf. Table 5) suggested 401

by Price et al. (2012) and Theil et al. (2019).7 402

6https://wrds-www.wharton.upenn.edu
7We initially also considered including a market volatil-

ity index (VIX), but decided against it as its low explanatory
power and high variation inflation factor (VIF) indicated re-
dundancy of this variable (Johnston et al., 2018).
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Feature Definition

Past Vola Standard deviation of logarithmic returns in
the business quarter before the call

Size Market value of the firm, i.e., the number of
outstanding shares times stock price one day
before the call

BTM Book-to-Market = book value of the firm di-
vided by market value

SUE Mean absolute deviation of analysts’ earnings-
per-share forecasts from the actual value in the
preceding quarter

Spread Difference between the stock’s bid and ask
price on the call date

Leverage Total liabilities divided by assets
ROA Return on Assets, i.e., net income divided by

assets
Volume Stock trading volume on the call date
Industry Fama–French 12 industry dummies (e.g.,

health or finance).8

Time Year–quarter dummies

Table 5: Financial features used for the risk regression
task. BTM is calculated following (Fama and French,
2001) and firms with a negative value are removed.
Size, BTM, and volume are log1p-transformed.9

4.2 Methodology403

We use the best-performing personality prediction404

model (RoBERTa) to infer the personality of the405

12.4K unlabelled CEOs present in the 88K calls.406

Together with the financial covariates (see above),407

the predicted CEO MBTI is then used to explain408

short-term stock return volatility following the calls409

with multiple linear regression.10 Volatility is the410

most common financial risk measure, and its pre-411

diction is an important task for firm valuation and412

financial decision-making. Importantly, “risk” is413

a purely descriptive concept in finance, as it mea-414

sures the fluctuation of stock returns.415

4.3 Results and Discussion416

The results of this risk regression task are shown417

in Table 6 and Figure 5. We find that all MBTI418

dimensions are significantly associated with risk419

following the call date. This significance is high420

(p ≤ 0.001) for all scales except J–P. The direc-421

tion of this association behaves as expected for422

all MBTI scales: a CEO communicating in an in-423

troverted, feeling and perceptive manner is asso-424

ciated with increased risk (βi = 0.03, βf = 0.11,425

βp = 0.01), while an intuitive communication is426

associated with decreased risk (βs = −0.02). We427

compare these results with the predominant person-428

ality type of CEOs in Cohen et al. (2013) and our429

10The supplementary material contains our dataset and im-
plementation.

Feature FIN FIN + MBTI

E–I 0.03∗∗∗

(8.72)
S–N −0.02∗∗∗

(−6.19)
T–F 0.11∗∗∗

(31.47)
J–P 0.01∗

(2.35)
Past Vola 0.38∗∗∗ 0.37∗∗∗

(87.71) (83.98)
Size −0.21∗∗∗ −0.22∗∗∗

(−41.19) (−42.21)
Volume 0.11∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗

(23.70) (22.84)

n 87,826 87,826
Adj. R2 32.50% 33.30%
AIC 214,900 213,800
BIC 215,700 214,700
∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001

Table 6: Results of the risk regression with z-
standardized coefficients and t-statistics in parentheses.
The sample consists of 88K earnings calls spanning
5K firms and years 2002–2020. Regressions include
industry- and time-fixed effects. FIN is a model with
just the financial features (defined in Section 4.1) and
FIN + MBTI is a joint model including the MBTI (E–I,
S–N, T–F, and J–P). For brevity, only the three finan-
cials with the largest coefficients are included; graphi-
cal results for all features are shown in Figure 5.

study (cf. Figure 2). It seems that sharing the modal 430

personality (being extroverted, intuitive, thinking, 431

and judging) correlates with decreased risk. 432

Less surprisingly, a larger past volatility and a 433

smaller firm size are strongly associated with in- 434

creased levels of risk following an earnings call 435

(see Figure 5). Notably, T–F has the third-largest 436

association with future risk (βf = 0.11). Though 437

only weakly correlated with the ground truth (cf. 438

Table 4), the results suggest that the predictions 439

for this scale contain strong economic signal for 440

risk regression. Lastly, incorporating the MBTI 441

leads to a slight increase in adjusted R2 and de- 442

creases in Akaike information criterion (AIC) and 443

Bayesian information criterion (BIC), indicating 444

that including personality as a feature helps to ex- 445

plain variation of risk. 446

In sum, these results provide new empirical ev- 447

idence to support the upper echelons theory. We 448

show that situational aspects of CEO personality, 449

predicted with our MBTI regressor, also reflect firm 450

performance measured by stock return volatility, 451

the most common financial risk measure. 452
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Figure 5: z-standardized feature coefficients of the risk
regression task (n = 88K) with 95% confidence inter-
vals (error bars are smaller than the symbol size). Re-
gressions include industry- and time-fixed effects. Fi-
nancial features are defined in Section 4.1 and numeri-
cal results are presented in Table 6.

5 Ethical Considerations453

In the following, we discuss possible biases and en-454

vironmental considerations related to a personality455

prediction task from text.456

Social Desirability Bias Past literature has un-457

covered a trait-related social desirability bias for458

the Big 5: This bias is most pronounced for the459

neuroticism trait (which is omitted in the MBTI),460

followed by conscientiousness and agreeableness,461

and to a lesser extent for extraversion and open-462

ness (Ones et al., 1996, Table 2). For the MBTI,463

in contrast, there exist no “bad” personality traits.464

As shown in Section 3.1, however, the Big 5 and465

the MBTI correlate strongly. Therefore, the points466

raised about social desirability, albeit to a lesser467

extent, should apply to the MBTI, too.468

Sample Biases Critically, our dataset comprises469

a limited sample of 32 CEOs of large American470

(mostly tech) companies. While these companies471

(Alphabet, Facebook, Apple, etc.) constitute a large472

share of the American market, this renders the per-473

sonality prediction model less applicable to non-474

American, small, or non-tech companies. Out of475

the 32 CEOs present in the dataset, only four (i.e.,476

12.5%) are female. While this gender ratio is twice477

as high as that of the S&P 500 (Catalyst, 2021),478

this highlights that the findings of this study might479

generalize poorly to non-male CEOs. In addition, 480

as shown in Section 3.1, Figure 2, our findings co- 481

incide with those of Cohen et al. (2013) in the sense 482

that CEOs as a social cohort share a distinct distri- 483

bution of personality traits, which is why we argue 484

that the MBTI regressors should only be applied 485

with caution, if at all, to non-CEO samples. 486

Energy Consumption Training neural models 487

can have substantial financial and environmental 488

costs (Strubell et al., 2019), which motivates us 489

to discuss the computational efficiency of the pro- 490

posed models. Using an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU, 491

we run a hyperparameter optimization over 40 con- 492

figurations per MBTI dimension for both BERT 493

and RoBERTa. The average power consumption is 494

200W and the optimization takes ca. 16 hours, i.e., 495

3.2 kilowatt hours (kWh) with an electricity cost 496

of 42 cents per model.11 Labeling the 88K earn- 497

ings call instances with no available ground truth 498

takes ca. 18 hours and 140W, i.e., 2.52 kWH of 499

GPU time and 33 cents, respectively. Training time 500

of the trigram tf–idf representation with an SVM 501

algorithm is negligible with training taking ca. 2 502

minutes on a quad-core processor with 8GB RAM. 503

Whether the performance increases of the Trans- 504

formers over a sparse method justify the added 505

computational costs should be considered carefully 506

on a case-by-case basis. 507

6 Conclusion and Future Work 508

We present the first text regression approach for pre- 509

dicting the MBTI personality of CEOs. Although 510

past research has contested the possibility of pre- 511

dicting MBTI from purely textual data, we observe 512

moderate to strong correlations with the ground 513

truth for three out of four dimensions. In a risk 514

regression task, we demonstrate that—consistent 515

with the upper echelons theory—the predicted 516

CEO personality is significantly associated with 517

financial risk in the form of stock return volatility. 518

Qualitatively, extroverted, intuitive, thinking, and 519

judging CEOs seem to incur less financial risk. 520

In the future, we plan to model the personality 521

prediction task as a multi-task learning problem, 522

in which one single regressor is trained to predict 523

all four MBTI dimensions at once. In addition, it 524

would be interesting to incorporate speech signals 525

of executives (e.g., voice modulation, tonality, and 526

silence) into the personality predictions. 527

11Calculations assume the average U.S. electricity rate of
13.19 cents per 6 September 2021: https://www.electricchoice.
com/electricity-prices-by-state
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A Hyperparameter Configurations694

Using a Bayesian hyperparameter optimization as695

specified in Section 3.2, the following configura-696

tions led to minimal loss on the validation set. Ta-697

ble 7a summarizes the optimal configuration for698

BERT and Table 7b the one for RoBERTa.699

MBTI Batch Size Learning Rate

E–I 128 4.8× 10−5

S–N 32 4.9× 10−5

T–F 32 1.0× 10−6

J–P 256 8.6× 10−6

(a) Hyperparameters for BERT.

MBTI Batch Size Learning Rate

E–I 256 4.3× 10−5

S–N 32 4.6× 10−5

T–F 128 9.4× 10−8

J–P 128 4.7× 10−5

(b) Hyperparameters for RoBERTa.

Table 7: Final hyperparameter configurations found by
the Bayesian optimization searching over 40 configura-
tions per MBTI dimension.

B Results on the Validation Set700

The results of the MBTI regressors on the valida-701

tion set are depicted in Table 8.702

MBTI Model r ρ τ MAE

SVM 0.70 0.69 0.55 0.38
E–I BERT 0.46 0.42 0.28 0.62

RoBERTa 0.72 0.60 0.48 0.35

SVM 0.34 0.48 0.30 0.28
S–N BERT 0.20 0.35 0.24 0.53

RoBERTa 0.43 0.61 0.43 0.27

SVM 0.13 −0.05 −0.03 0.33
T–F BERT −0.43 −0.32 −0.22 0.38

RoBERTa 0.11 −0.07 −0.03 0.36

SVM −0.05 0.05 0.03 0.35
J–P BERT 0.32 0.28 0.19 0.53

RoBERTa 0.25 0.14 0.06 0.40

Table 8: Results of the personality prediction task on
the validation set.
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